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Hookers, Hooters and All Sorts of Long-Legged, Big
Busty Women Unite in Lawn Care
No, it does not sound farfetched! In these dark times of financial recession and nearing
depression, why can’t young, tall, sexy women find honest-to-goodness monetary progression?
Since lay-offs are experienced in all sectors of the economy, entrepreneurs are rising up from
very, very, strange places. Due to fewer takers, what’s a prostitute to do? Since the look n’ lust
restaurant trade is down, there is less hootin’ going on. Plus, plain old, everyday, run of the mill,
attractive women, are being “let go” as office staffs are reduced.
So, what do high-heels, long legs and bouncy, abundant breasts all have in common –
besides attracting men’s stares? Well, men also own lawns – that’s what!
Depending upon the quality of your soil and yard care, aeration is certainly a beneficial
procedure. Aeration is a method of creating a multitude of three inch deep, half-inch wide
holes into a lawn in order to get needed air and water farther into the soil. This has typically
been accomplished by using a man-operated, earth pounding, motorized machine. Its tell-tale
sign of completion is the immediate misperception of onlookers that a squadron of small dogs
have furiously pooped on every square foot of the yard and then moved on.
That yard care machine is about to have stiff, yet very flexible competition from out of
work ladies.
Imagine this, that is, unless you have already seen the ladies in action. A pink van pulls
up, out pile some of the best looking, young women a man could hope for – usually half a dozen
per crew. All are wearing hot pink. They are dressed, well really, dressed as only a warm sunny
day requires. Each applies suntan lotion, in a slow and sensual way. Then they strap on what
appears to be a special high-heeled, glittering, eyeball-smacking pair of shoes.
What the women are putting their feet and painted toe nails into are, in fact, recently
patented, hollow-heeled aerating shoes. At the end of those long, slender, perfect pairs of legs,
are the women’s new means of making a living by manual labor.
The clever design has a sharp circular entry, which receives the soil when sufficient
pressure is applied from the jiggling female up above. As the heel is raised a cylinder of soil

neatly drops out. The simple procedure is repeated, alternating left and right feet, until the job
is done.
For too many of their male customers, the time it takes to aerate an entire lawn is all
too brief. In fact, the only customers they have are men. Typically, they are single, separated,
divorced or if married, they have their wife’s schedule down pat. No husband would want to
even try and explain to his beloved why there were six bikini dancers on their front yard and he
in a lawn chair dutifully supervising!
Though the work will be seasonal in some states, for now, both the paycheck and the
workout are not the only things looking good.
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